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People with a passion for traditional knitting, embellished clothing, and beautiful lacework—all made by hand—are 

PieceWork magazine’s core audience. PieceWork explores the personal stories of traditional makers and what they made, 

and investigates how specific objects were crafted and the stories behind them. In-depth how-to techniques and step-by-

step projects make the traditions come alive for today’s knitters, embroiderers, lacemakers, and crocheters.  

 

 
January/February 2015—HISTORICAL KNITTING 

Our 9
th
 annual look at knitting’s legacy will feature stories about extraordinary knitters and extraordinary knitting, 

technical insight gleaned from knitting’s rich traditions, and how modern knitters continue to use traditional knitting 

patterns and techniques. Send us your in-depth compelling profiles of knitters from the past and projects that bring the 

rich history of knitting to the 21
st
 century for this hugely popular issue.  

Proposal deadline: May 15, 2014 

 

March/April 2015— SPECIAL SMALL PROJECT ISSUE 

From the dawn of civilization, handwork in various forms has been used to create and embellish fabric, to clothe and 

protect, to brighten and make more beautiful. We will devote this issue to honoring those traditions with an abundance of 

small historical-based projects. Introductions to the projects will explain the historical context; knitted, crocheted, 

embroidered, lace, tatted, trapunto, and reverse appliqué projects will showcase the power of needlework of all kinds.  

Proposal deadline: July 11, 2014 
 

May/June 2015—A CELEBRATION OF LACE 

The 8th annual lace issue celebrates ethereal magnificent lace and its importance in history. Lace has been a catalyst for 

intrigue, higher taxes, economic well-being, and war. A knitted lace bridal veil, a bobbin-lace shawl, a crocheted lace 

collar, a tatted edging, and a needle lace insert show off the many facets of lace. All forms of lace will be included in our 

most popular issue. 

Proposal deadline: September 12, 2014 

 

July/August 2015—THE STORY OF COTTON 

From the ancient civilizations in Pakistan’s Indus River Valley to today, the significance of cotton in the history of 

handwork is extraordinary. Explore the historical spins and twists of this treasured fiber, along with needlework 

techniques specific to it. Cotton has been a mainstay in knitting, crochet, tatting, lacemaking, and all forms of embroidery 

for centuries. Send us your best stories and projects. 

Proposal deadline: November 14, 2014 

 

September/October 2015— HANDWORK IN LITERATURE  

For centuries, authors have included various forms of needlework in their works, from depictions of knitting in George 

Eliot’s Middlemarch and in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness to embroidery in Henry James’s Washington Square and 

sewing in Ahab’s Wife by Sena Jeter Naslund. Compelling examples with a project based on each cited technique, 

including knitting, lacemaking, embroidery, knotting, and crocheting, will highlight our annual literary issue. 

 Proposal deadline: January 16, 2015  
 

November/December 2015—WINTER FESTIVALS 
Throughout time and across the globe, cultures gather to celebrate winter in one form or another. In many of these 

traditions and cultures, textiles and needlework have roles of honor. Examine the needlework used to create festival 

costumes and decoration and their traditions behind the ceremonies and rites. We’re seeking compelling stories and 

projects based on these traditions. 

Proposal deadline: March 14, 2015 

 


